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Abstract
In this paper we propose and implement novel techniques for performance eval-
uation of web traffic (response time, response code, etc.), with no reassembly
of the underlying TCP connection, which severely restricts the traffic analysis
throughput. Furthermore, our proposed software for HTTP traffic analysis runs
in standard hardware, which is very cost-effective. Besides, we present sub-TCP
connection load balancing techniques that significantly increase throughput at
the expense of losing very few HTTP transactions. Such techniques provide
performance evaluation statistics which are indistinguishable from the single-
threaded alternative with full TCP connection reassembly.
Keywords: HTTP, Traffic Analysis, High Speed Analysis
1. Introduction
Large organizations such as banks, etc. make an increasing share of their
business through the Internet [1]. Typically, HTTP is the protocol of choice
to deliver services to the end-user, thanks to the widespread deployment of
web clients in all kinds of mobile and desktop devices. Therefore, measuring
the Quality of Service (QoS) provided by web portals [2] becomes of strategic
importance. The same applies to other application protocols (VoIP, SIP, RTP,
RTCP) [3] but we focus on HTTP due to its widespread usage. Such QoS
evaluation is normally based on response time statistics (from HTTP query to
reply) and also on the analysis of response codes for the detection of anomalous
behaviour in the monitored web services. For example, an HTTP error 500
indicates an internal server error, which must be taken care of.
The dissection and analysis of HTTP traffic can also be performed for cy-
bersecurity purposes. However, the latter analysis is very fine-grain because
security threats try to masquerade themselves among normal HTTP traffic.
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Table 1: Trace Files
Capture File Size Packets in file HTTP Transactions
trace1.pcap 387 GB 539,178,347 13,743,811
trace2.pcap 120 GB 211,823,223 3,681,812
Therefore, losing a single HTTP transaction matters for security and forensic
analysis. In contrast, the scope our research is network and service monitoring
and not security, whereby only aggregated statistics such as means, averages or
probability distributions matter.
Indeed, for QoS evaluation, only aggregate statistics are required, namely
overall response time or percentage of a certain type of error codes. Furthermore,
such statistics should be provided in real-time in order to timely react to possible
anomalies. Once the overall statistics show performance degradation an in-
depth analysis applies, which is normally performed off-line by inspecting the
packets over a given time interval. In this light, the HTTP traffic analysis tool
must be agile enough to cope with multi-Gb/s traffic rates and provide aggregate
statistics in real-time, rather than providing a very high precision at the expense
of a larger processing time.
In this paper, we propose: 1) To lighten the underlying TCP connection
reassembly and also to use a novel load balancing technique in order to sus-
tain large offered traffic loads while keeping the accuracy at a reasonable level.
2) With this, we provide real-time aggregate statistics of the processed HTTP
traffic such as response time and response codes, among others. Furthermore,
we have also attained a sustained 20 Gbps (2 x 10 Gbps) in a single host with
several instances running in parallel.
The proposed techniques have been implemented in the HTTPanalyzer tool,
as proof of concept and testbed for performance evaluation. Two real-world
traces from large web commercial portals have been used to evaluate the maxi-
mum offered input traffic and the accuracy of the QoS statistics.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, prior to proceeding to the
technical content of the paper we review the state of the art. Second, we describe
the methodology and the proposed techniques for web traffic analysis, which are
based on partial knowledge of the TCP connection, sub-TCP connection load-
balancing and packet sampling. Finally, we discuss the performance evaluation
and accuracy results, followed by the conclusions.
1.1. State of the art
Most of the HTTP analysis tools available in the state of the art are more
focused on reliability than on processing speed. Actually, some of them perform
an offline analysis in which processing speed (henceforward throughput) is not
a priority at all. Therefore, they are well-suited for cyber-security analysis of
QoS evaluation offline, but not to the on-line analysis of a multi-Gbps stream to
obtain real-time QoS metrics. Such tools are usually based on TCP connec-
tion re-assembly and, in a subsequent step, correlation of HTTP queries and
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responses in order to obtain the response time and error statistics. While this
procedure provides very good results in terms of accuracy it adds a processing
burden which makes it impossible to process data at very high speeds.
We note that the HTTP 1.1 protocol is persistent, namely several HTTP
requests and responses may be transmitted through the same TCP connection.
Such requests and responses are then segmented in chunks and encapsulated
within TCP segments. Thanks to the sequence numbers of each segment, the
receiver can actually order the out-of-order segments and eliminate duplicates
[4]. Then, TCP reassembles these segments into a data stream and feeds the
application layer accordingly. Hence, reassembly of the TCP connection is a
first mandatory step to retrieve each and every HTTP request and response at
the receiver.
Due to this reassembly processing burden, such tools make use of sophisti-
cated many-core and multicore systems to achieve high speeds. For example,
Jing Xu et al. [5] propose a solution for dissecting HTTP traffic using the
Tilera manycore platform for real-time HTTP traffic analysis up to 2 Gbps,
which performs IP defragmentation and TCP reassembly. Even though the re-
sults are impressive we note that it requires a specialized PCI-e board for CPU
offloading, in this case a Tilera TILEPro64 with 64 cores. We propose to use
cost-effective ad-hoc hardware instead, at the expense of lesser accuracy, which
still provides valuable statistics for the most network monitoring tasks either
for online or offline analysis.
Another interesting example has been proposed by Kai Zhang et al. [6]
for a general purpose Intel multicore architecture, built on a pipelined RTC
model, which also reassembles TCP connections, that achieves nearly 20 Gbps
when parsing traffic looking for HTTP request and responses using 5 cores.
According to their results, with a trace of 2,472,221 packets with an average
length of 764 bytes the processing speed attains 3.3 Mpps. However, unlike our
solution, requests and responses are not matched to obtain the desired HTTP
performance statistics, for example response time.
Other tools like Bro, Fiddler, FlowScan, which do not run in specialised hard-
ware, also provide a very high precision statistics at the expense of throughput,
as they both reconstruct the whole TCP connection. Bro [7] [8] is a network
security monitor that applies scripts and policies to events induced from packet
streams, creating a series of logs and alerts about the network status. Fiddler
[9] is a HTTP debugging proxy server for Windows platforms that helps in
the maintenance of web systems analysing traffic between the server and the
browser.
Furthermore, HTTPperf [10] is also a debugging tool that actively measures
the performance of web services by generating HTTP traffic in order to test
pre-production environments. FlowScan is a software package that analyzes
NetFlow [11] data and provides graphical representations of different metrics.
However, this tool may be overrun with the high number of flows of the analyzed
traffic and “might not be able to scale beyond monitoring a couple fully-utilized
OC3 (155 Mb/s) links.” [12] (p.314). Connection awareness requires a more
complex processing and hence slower, since maintaining the status of thousands
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of different connections requires a large processing power. This is the general
approach seen in different analysis tools from the state of the art.
For pure TCP reassembly tools, which can be used to extract the HTTP
queries afterwards, Libnids, by Rafal Wojtczuk [13], is a library, now discontin-
ued, that provides TCP stream re-assembly and IP de-fragmentation, as well as
TCP port scan detection in order to allow a deep analysis of TCP payloads like
HTTP traffic among others.
In conclusion, the state of the art shows that high-precision and throughput
can only be obtained through specialized hardware. In this paper we provide a
solution that trades-off high-precision and accuracy in ad-hoc hardware, which
is inexpensive and easier to deploy and maintain, both for offline traces and
online streams QoS analysis.
More specifically, the novelty of the paper is twofold. First, we propose a
new HTTP analysis tool with a remarkable throughput by disregarding TCP
flow reassembly. Second, we present a novel technique to distribute the HTTP
traffic on a per transaction basis through multiple consumers, which increases
throughput. Overall, our proposed techniques allow real-time analysis of high
speed live HTTP traffic.
2. Methodology
The traffic samples used for the experiments are described in Table 1 which
consist of PCAP files made up of HTTP traffic from production proxies in two
different large corporate networks with millions of HTTP transactions. We
chose two different companies in order to have a larger and more diverse sample
of this kind of traffic. Such files were used for assessing the accuracy and also
for performance evaluation of our HTTPanalyzer tool.
As for accuracy evaluation, Tshark [14] [15] was used as the ground truth
reference, which is the de-facto traffic analysis tool nowadays. Such tool re-
assembles the TCP stack and uses multiple and complex packet dissectors for
the different protocols available, providing detailed information of the traffic
traces at the cost of slow processing speed. We note that Tshark is unable to
process files of our traffic samples’ size, due to its memory requirements, which
are proportional to the file size. Consequently, we split up both samples in
chunks of 20 million packets, which yields 27 chunks for trace1.pcap and 11
chunks for trace2.pcap with a size ranging from 13 to 15 GB. Since some trans-
actions might be lost in the file boundaries, we also used the same files in chunks
for our tool, for the sake of fairness.
Regarding performance evaluation, we considered two different scenarios,
for the assessment of accuracy and speed, respectively. The first one (offline,
see Figure 1a) consisted of an offline processing of a trace file using a single
instance of our tool, with the aim of comparing the accuracy of the results
given by Tshark and our HTTPanalyzer. In the second scenario (online, see
Figure 1b), we employed several instances of HTTPanalyzer with a novel load
balancing technique at the HTTP transactions level, instead of traditional TCP
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(a) Scenario A: Offline
test with a single con-
sumer
(b) Scenario B: Online test with multiple consumers
Figure 1: Different scenarios for both offline and online performance evaluation
flow balancing, which is targeted for high speed processing at 20 Gbps. To this
end, we used a balancer called packet feeder which receives the packets from the
network interface and distributes them evenly to the HTTPanalyzer consumers
through shared memory, while preserving the HTTP transaction consistency
thanks to the hash functions that will be explained in section 2.1.4. Namely,
HTTP responses and their associated requests are sent to the same processing
consumer.
In section 3 we further discuss the trade-off between accuracy and speed of
HTTPanalyzer versus Tshark.
2.1. System modules
The tool is structured internally in several modules, namely: a hash table
for the HTTP requests and responses; two different pools of data structures for
both the HTTP messages and the table cells, as well as a HTTP parsing module,
among others. In the following sections we describe the proposed techniques for
traffic dissection and analysis.
2.1.1. Matching up HTTP requests and responses
Offline traces are read using libpcap which supports packet filtering through
Berkeley Packet Filter [16] with a default filter that passes through just the
HTTP requests and responses. More specifically, the filter checks if the TCP
payload begins with any HTTP method for the requests or the literal "HTTP"
for the responses. This filter do not ensure the packet to be HTTP and it can
be overridden by the user for its needs, hence, our tool checks the packet format
during the packet dissection for further analysis.
OurHTTPanalyzer tool produces HTTP transaction records which are amenable
to obtain valuable QoS statistics such as response time and response codes,
among others. An example of a HTTP transaction record is showed next:
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123.111.50.23|2311|214.223.22.6|80|1393978285.777375000
|1393978285.881505000|0.104130000|OK|200|
GET|Mozilla/4.0|service.host.com|http://service.host.com/icon.gif
With the following format:
client IP; client port; server IP; server port; request timestamp;
response timestamp; response time; response message; response code;
method; agent; host; URI
Interestingly, a key point of our dissection method is that our tool does not
reassembly the TCP connection, and, furthermore, only the first packet
of the HTTP request is considered for matching with the corresponding
HTTP response. Thus, only the first packet of the HTTP response is considered
to obtain the HTTP transaction record. Therefore, we obtain the response time
of the HTTP server as the time elapsed from the HTTP request to the HTTP
response packets.
This way, we achieve notable speeds of 1.5 Mpps with a single instance of
HTTPanalyzer. After the aforementioned filtering step, the HTTP request and
response are extracted and passed to a correlation table. Thanks to a hash
function, requests and responses are stored in their appropriate cell on a per
transaction basis. Then, they are kept awaiting for their corresponding request
or response to arrive and, should this happen, the transaction record is finally
produced, in real-time.
2.1.2. Hashing mechanism
In what follows, we provide further insight into the hashing mechanism,
which is the cornerstone for both high-speed processing and load balancing.
The hash design is intrincate as it affects the hash table collision for the HTTP
message processing as well as the load balancing of the traffic when using mul-
tiple consumers.
When storing HTTP requests and responses in the HTTPanalyzer tool, it
becomes necessary to avoid collisions and to make an efficient use of the hash
table. To do so, a uniform hash function is needed, also taking into account
the speed restrictions we work with. Hash functions are also used to split the
incoming packet stream evenly between consumers, and hence uniformity and
randomness are key factors for the selection of a hash function.
As for uniformity, we aim to achieve the same probability for every hash
value in the output range, thus reducing potential collisions. On the other
hand, randomness [17] serves to distribute load between consumers, before the
modulus operation is applied to determine where to send the packet. Actually, if
packets are shared between two consumers, only the hash value least significant
bit matters, i. e. whether it’s equal to 0 or 1 with a probability close to 50%.
If not, the resulting packet streams will be unbalanced.
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Generally speaking, only the 4-Tuple (see Equation 1) is used as a hash key
to balance TCP flows, which ensures that packets from the same flow will end
up in the same consumer. The problem with this approach is that some flows
may carry more packets than others, leading to uneven packet distribution, and
producing collisions when storing values in hash tables.
Even though the latter hash function provides uniformity, as it assigns an
output value for each combination of input with the same probability, the real
input values such as IP addresses and ports are not uniformly distributed on real
datasets. For example, J.L. García-Dorado et al. conclude [18] that they follow
a Zipf distribution. Furthermore, as W. Shi et al. demonstrate [19], owing to
the Zipf-like distribution of the TCP flows, "a hash-based scheme is not able to
achieve load balancing in parallel when the data follows a Zipf-like distribution".
Hash V alue = Src. IP ⊕ Src. Port ⊕ Dst. IP ⊕ Dst. Port (1)
2.1.3. Reducing collisions on the hash table
In order to match HTTP requests and responses we do not need to ensure
that all packets from the same flow end up in the same consumer. It is sufficient
to ensure that at least both the request and its corresponding response reach
the same consumer. Neither we need to store HTTP transactions on a per flow
basis in our hash table, but rather per transaction.
Hence, our novel technique to circumvent this issue consist of a similar hash
function but making use of either the acknowledgement or sequence number.
Such a hash function (see Equation 2) guarantees that HTTP messages from
the same transaction will be stored on the same cell and will be distributed
uniformly.
H. V alue =
{
Request : Src. IP ⊕ Src. Port⊕Dst. IP ⊕Dst. Port⊕Ack
Response : Src. IP ⊕ Src. Port⊕Dst. IP ⊕Dst. Port⊕ Seq
(2)
2.1.4. Sub-TCP connection load balancing
For the parallel execution of multiple HTTPanalyzer consumers we use a load
balancer tool (hereafter packet feeder) that distributes the packets between the
HTTPanalyzer instances, reading the packets from the NIC’s driver buffer and
sharing a memory region with the consumers. For each incoming packet, a hash
number is calculated using the packet headers and, then, the modulus operation
is applied in order to choose the destination consumer for the packet. Using the
generic 4-Tuple hash function (Equation 1) would ensure that packets from the
same connection end up in the same consumer HTTPanalyzer. However, as
noted before, such approach could lead to an unbalanced behaviour whenever
some connections have a lot more packets and transactions than others.
Consequently, we use a similar function as Equation 2, but in order to achieve
a better randomization of the least significant bits of the hash value, we also
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XOR up byte a byte this seq/ack number in addition to the previous opera-
tions. Then, we take the remainder of dividing this value by the number of
consumers (n), which yields the destination consumer. As a result, we obtain
the hash function seen in Equation 3 which ensures that both consumers receive
the same packet workload and that both requests and responses end up in the
same consumer.
Consumer =

Request : Src.IP ⊕ Src.Port⊕Dst.IP ⊕Dst.Port
⊕ Ack ⊕ (Ack1 ⊕Ack2 ⊕Ack3 ⊕Ack4)
Response : Src.IP ⊕ Src.Port⊕Dst.IP ⊕Dst.Port
⊕ Seq ⊕ (Seq1 ⊕ Seq2 ⊕ Seq3 ⊕ Seq4)
mod. n
(3)
In section 3 we discuss in detail the results of the proposed hash function
and how well it distributes the hash values.
2.1.5. Packet Processing
As the Figure 2 shows once the HTTP request or response arrives, a hash
value is calculated by using the 4-Tuple formed by the source IP, source port, the
destination IP and its corresponding destination port, as well as the acknowl-
edgement number or sequence number depending on whether it is a request or
response respectively (Equation 1). Such hash value is used to find the proper
cell in the table by dividing it between the size of the table and taking the re-
minder. The main condition to pair an HTTP request with its response is that
they both must match on their 4-Tuple (source IP, source port, destination IP,
destination port) and the HTTP response must have a sequence number
equal to the HTTP request acknowledge number.
Afterwards, different possibilities arise depending on whether the cell may
be either empty without a willing counterpart or taken by its suitor, which
is awaiting. Nevertheless, there is a third scenario (showed in red in Figure
2) in which a duplicate message is already stored, being this message either a
request or response that has arrived before. Mostly these cases mean candidate
retransmissions or duplicates but an special case happens for the 100 Continue
HTTP responses which usually happen during long POST HTTP requests. Such
long requests normally end with a final response code (200 OK on a successful
event) at the end of the transaction. We store such duplicates on the table
as collisions looking forward to find its retransmitted/duplicated counterpart.
Should the latter not arrive, they are cleaned from the hash table by the garbage
collector.
2.2. Limitations due to partial knowledge of the TCP connection
We also note that the aforementioned procedure is not as precise as the
complete reassembly of the TCP flows due to packet misordering and retrans-
missions. Namely, we are using partial knowledge of the TCP connection at the
vicinity of each HTTP transaction, and not global knowledge of the entire TCP
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connection. While this is advantageous for speed, there are indeed limitations
for accurately extracting HTTP requests and responses from the TCP connec-
tion. However, we have used several heuristics to mitigate such inaccuracies as
much as possible, which are presented next.
2.2.1. Unordered HTTP messages
Requ
est 1
Requ
est 2
Response to Req 2
Response to Req 1
Server Client
Figure 3: Messages may
arrive unordered
First, the HTTP messages may arrive unordered,
implying that a response corresponding to an older
request can actually arrive later than a response to
a more recent request (within the same TCP connec-
tion) as shown in figure 3. Namely, HTTP transac-
tions may be printed out of order. This is because
the TCP connection is not reassembled, and thus,
TCP segments may arrive in arbitrary order depend-
ing on the IP packet dynamics along the route from
client to server. To partially circumvent this issue we
do store the HTTP message whether it is a request
or response and keep it waiting to the counterpart,
hence, pairing can happen in both orders.
2.2.2. Retransmissions
Retransmissions are more frequent than unordered packets, resulting in du-
plicate transactions records. In the event of retransmitted messages, they are
stored on their corresponding cell as well, in the collision list, resulting in dupli-
cate transactions records. Such duplicate records must be filtered out afterwards
Figure 2: Diagram of the processing of a HTTP message
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by the analyst, by looking for HTTP transactions with the same 4-tuple and
ack/seq number.
2.2.3. Accuracy
We are well aware that full accuracy in detecting HTTP requests and re-
sponses is not possible with our approximate method. However, the aim of our
research is to extract aggregate statistics that are amenable to use in a Network
Operations Center (NOC), thus sacrificing accuracy for speed.
For example, as explained before, only the first packet of the request and re-
sponse is considered in the evaluation of response time and response codes.
Thus, the URL might be truncated if the packet is longer than the MTU
(1,518 bytes). The RFC 2616 (Hypertext Transfer Protocol HTTP/1.1) sec-
tion 3.2.1 [20] says that “The HTTP protocol does not place any a priori limit
on the length of a URI. Servers MUST be able to handle the URI of any resource
they serve” but the truth is that most browsers [21] support 80,000 characters
in average and the Apache Server has a limit of 8,192.
Some browsers like Internet Explorer have a limit of 2,048 characters. Fur-
thermore, large URLs are not good if web services intend to be indexed by
search engines because the sitemaps protocol [22] has a limit of 2,048 characters
for the URL and SEO systems give less credit to these URLs.
In the results section we will show that the aggregate statistics obtained
through our proposed technique are almost the same from those obtained with
full TCP connection reassembly, and with a very high throughput.
2.2.4. Garbage Collector
Chances are that some of the requests and responses will never be removed
from the hash table if the corresponding counterpart is not present in the trace,
which entails wasting resources and possibly gives rise to collisions in the hash
table. The same happens for very delayed responses, whose associated request
occupies resources for too long. Both effects jeopardise throughput because the
larger the hash table the larger the search time to find the appropriate cell.
To mitigate these effects, a garbage collector checks the state of the HTTP
records’ table and goes through all the active cells in the hash table removing
transactions that shown no changes during the last 60 seconds of capture. Such
unmatched HTTP messages are printed out together with the rest of HTTP
transactions because they are valuable information for the HTTP analysis as
well.
3. Performance Evaluation
In this section we present the results and compare them with other existing
solutions. Our main requirement is throughput, while keeping a reasonable
level of accuracy for the HTTP performance statistics. We discuss accuracy
issues first, namely data loss in the requested URL due to fragmentation in
several packets, response times, response codes and HTTP operations. Finally,
we provide the throughput results.
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Figure 4: URL size comparison. URLs in the area selected in red are longer
than what our tool is able to manage, and represent a 0.04% of the total URLs
analyzed.
3.1. Accuracy tests
The next subsections discuss the accuracy of the tool for the different metrics
of the HTTP traffic statistics.
3.1.1. Potential loss of data in the request URL
For both our traffic samples, we studied (see Table 1) how many URLs
were truncated by our tool, and the maximum URL that was able to extract,
and then compared it with the results given by Tshark. On Figure 4 we show
that our tool (green circles) clearly matches Tshark results (showed in orange
triangles), except for URLs over 1,455 characters, which is the maximum length
our tool can manage. Such URLs are drawn in the chart as the points enclosed
in the selected red area and represent only a 0.04% of all URLs, considering
both traces.
Depending on the analysis performed, query parameters in the URL might be
considered meaningful information or just query values that may be discarded.
We also drawn (in blue asterisks) the Tshark results disregarding URL query
parameters and found that none of them exceeded our 1,455 character limit,
showing that most of the URL length is composed of these query parameters. We
believe that the most meaningful part of the URL is actually at the beginning,
that shows the invoked resource, rather than the parameters afterwards. In
any case, the HTTP transaction record contains enough parameters (4-tuple,
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Figure 5: Accuracy comparison between Response Time CCDFs
time) to easily filter the packets corresponding to "ÂĂÂĲlong URLs"ÂĂÂİ
and, eventually, proceed to manual analysis.
3.1.2. Response Time
The response time is one of the most interesting HTTP QoS metrics, which
serves to detect sudden degradation of Web services. We have compared the
response time Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) using
HTTP transaction response time data from Tshark and our tool.
Our tool measures this response time as the difference between the times-
tamp of the first packet of the HTTP request and the arrival time of the first
packet of the response. However, Tshark usually measures HTTP response time
as the time between the first request packet and the last packet of the response.
Notwithstanding, Tshark is also able to measure the response time in a
different fashion when TCP reassembly is disabled using just the first packets
as we do. Hence, in order to make a fair comparison, we present in Figure 5 the
results of both measure modes of Tshark together with our tool results, showing
that there is no significant difference for this metric.
3.1.3. Response codes
The evaluation of the response codes is of fundamental importance to find
errors. For example, a large number of 404 (Not Found) status codes implies
that dead links may be found in the website or that an specific resource has
disappeared. On the other hand, 5xx error codes are also of interest, such as
the 500 code (Internal error), which may be delivered frequently by dynamic
webs in case of failure in the dynamic objects invoked.
As Figure 6 shows, the response code count is almost identical to the Tshark
results, and the average count difference with Tshark for some specific response
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Figure 6: HTTP Response Code Counting
codes is 2.6% with a median of 1.3%. This difference is due to some loss in
HTTPanalyzer when multiple requests are sent pipelined in the flow.
3.1.4. HTTP Methods
A similar comparison can be done with the other HTTP transactions’ statis-
tics like the histogram of request methods in Figure 7, that shows that our tool
provides nearly the same number of HTTP verbs as Tshark in the processed cap-
ture file. Some slight differences like the Tshark counting of the PUT method
are due to the lost transactions in the file boundaries between chunks. As it
turns out, we had to split our trace files into smaller chunks for Tshark to pro-
cess them. Otherwise, the file size was too big and Tshark could not complete
execution.
3.2. Throughput tests
In this section, the throughput experiments have also been performed with
both files from table 1, in two different scenarios. First we have conducted
offline tests in order to test the ability to process the sample files using high
speed storage systems at 10Gbps with a single instance of the HTTPanalyzer.
Then, we assessed the performance of our tool when processing 20 Gbps of live
traffic sent with a traffic player from one host and receiving it on another, which
in turn incorporates our packetFeeder software load balancer in order to split
the incoming traffic between instances of our tool, making use of a uniform hash
function.
However, in order to better understand the results, let us provide some
more insight into the hash function used to distribute the packets both on the
HTTPanalyzer hash table and between consumers.
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3.2.1. Hash function tests
The hash value histogram is the figure of merit for hash selection, as it
summarizes, in a single graph, if the hash value is uniform for an even packet
load balancing. In this light, Figure 8 shows the hash value histogram for the
Equations 1 and 2 explained in section 2. We have divided this distribution
in two sides with negative and positive values, meaning that the negative side
of the X axis corresponds to one consumer and the positive part to the other
consumer. Each point represents the number of occurrences for an specific hash
value.
Interestingly, we note that 32 bit numbers (sequence and ACK numbers
length in TCP), adding up the sequence (seq) or acknowledge (ack) number
accordingly, randomizes the resulting hash value reducing collisions and without
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Table 2: HTTPanalyzer speed benchmarks
Storage System Speed (Gbps) Speed (Mpps)
RAID 0 10.6 ±0.58 1.8 ±0.15
RAM 13.8 ±1.4 2.1 ±0.26
affecting the pairing task. This refers to the previously explained hash function
seen in section 2 on Equation 2.
As the Figure 8 shows, collisions are largely reduced when using the seq
and ack numbers because these 32 bit numbers randomize the entire hash, and
they are initialized randomly by the TCP stack when flows are created. This
distribution (shown in light brown with circles) is the same for both Equation 2
and 3. However, we used Equation 3 for the multi-consumer experiments while
Equation 2 will be used in the HTTPanalyzer hash table. We note that in
the hash table there is no need for the least significant bits to be random and,
consequently, we reduce the processing requirements to compute the hash.
In the light of the above discussion, we proceed with the presentation of the
throughput results of the offline and online scenarios (see Figure 1).
3.2.2. Single consumer tests
This first test aims to prove that HTTPanalyzer is able to dissect PCAP
files at 10Gbps using high speed storage. Figure 1a represents this scenario.
For this test we used an Intel Xeon E3-1230 v3 @ 3.30Ghz with 32GB of RAM
and a storage system formed by a RAID 0 with 8 Samsung 840 SSD drives with
read speeds higher than 10 Gbps.
Tests were performed using the sample traffic files described in Table 1. We
also conducted an in-memory benchmark using a 15GB chunk of one of the
original files stored in a RAM filesystem in order to measure the maximum
speed of our tool. These tests gave successful results, (see Table 2), showing
that a single instance of our tool is able to process more than 10Gbps of traffic.
3.2.3. Multi-consumer experiments
This subsection discusses the results of the tests conducted using multiple
HTTPanalyzer consumers for processing 20Gbps (two 10 Gbps streams) of on-
line traffic on a single host. Our aim is to prove that many different instances
of HTTPanalyzer can work in parallel with a similar load thanks to our hash
implementation, with the benefit of achieving multi-Gbps throughput in a single
host. To perform the experiment, two hosts were used as shown in Figure 1b.
Host A is the same server used for the previous scenario, but this time, the traf-
fic samples stored on the high speed RAID system were sent using a NetFPGA
traffic player [23] across two 10GbE optic links, sending the same data through
each cable. This 10G Trace Tester [24] is a testbed part of the european project
Fed4Fire able to send traffic at 10Gbps per link.
Right after, host B receives the traffic using HPCAP [25], a kernel-level driver
designed for Intel NICs aiming to process a fully saturated 10GbE link. Since
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Table 3: HTTPanalyzer consumers distribution results
Consumer
A-1
Consumer
A-2
Consumer
B-1
Consumer
B-2
Received Packets 49.86% 50.02% 49.94% 50.02%
HTTP Transactions 50.01% 49.98% 50.01% 49.98%
the driver reads the packets from each interface separately two instances of the
packet feeder were used, one for each 10GbE line; and for each of these packet
feeder instances, two HTTPanalyzer consumers were set. This makes a total of
four HTTPanalyzer instance running in parallel on four different cores. Each
packet feeder shared out the packets using the aforementioned hash function,
which ensures a uniform distribution of packets and HTTP transactions per
consumer.
Interestingly, all the four instances received roughly the same load, as Table 3
shows. The results indicate that our proposed hash technique is very effective
in load balancing.
Tests with 40GbE links could not be performed as this technology is yet
minority and expensive, also owing to the limit of the traffic player that prevents
us from testing higher speeds. However, these results show promise that our tool
can handle higher rates using this very same approach of load sharing between
multiple HTTPanalyzer instances.
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3.2.4. Throughput comparison against Tshark
To complete our throughput assessment, we compared the processing speed
(or analysis throughput) of HTTPanalyzer versus Tshark. Even though Tshark
provides highly detailed HTTP metrics, it turns out that it cannot cope with
traffic sent at high speed for real-time analysis.
Figure 9a shows the processing speed of HTTPanalyzer and Tshark. It can
be observed that HTTPanalyzer is 43 times faster than Tshark. The measure-
ment experiment was performed offline, reading traces from a RAM filesystem
as we did in 3.2.2. Furthermore, Figure 9b represents the packet loss that Tshark
suffered when traffic was injected at 10 Gbps speed during an online measure-
ment experiment similar to those in section 3.2.3. Clearly, the packet loss is
very significant, which deems Tshark not adequate for on-line traffic analysis
purposes in multi-Gbps scenarios.
Actually, there is a trade-off between Tshark accuracy and HTTPanalyzer
speed. However, the HTTPanalyzer accuracy is remarkable (as shown in 3.1),
which, together with the throughput limitations of Tshark presented in this
section, makes HTTPAnalyzer the tool of choice for real-time analysis of high
speed traffic.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a high-performance HTTP traffic analyzer that
achieves 10 Gbps throughput with a single instance of the tool. A remarkable
throughput of 20 Gbps online with live traffic can be achieved using multiple
instances of the tool, thanks to our proposed hash function. All these results
have been obtained in commodity hardware, with no need of ad-hoc high-speed
network processors or massively parallel devices.
Finally, our tool provides real-time statistics of different aggregate metrics
to measure the QoS of web traffic in large organizations. Such metrics are of
strategic importance because of its close relation with the Quality of Experience
of the final user, allowing to detect changes in the web services behaviour on-
the-fly.
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